Chester Transport Strategy: Park & Ride Transit
Scheme Description
As suggested in the Parking Strategy for Chester, Park & Ride sites could potentially attract significantly more
usage and appeal to additional markets if they offered enhanced facilities such as cafes, tourism shops, cycle-hire
/ storage facilities, themed events etc (as long as these are consistent with greenbelt uses). At the same time, it
is suggested that Park & Ride sites could also become important storage hubs for less frequent rural bus routes
which could terminate, and layover at these locations allowing higher frequencies and better reliability on the rural
sections. Passengers would then interchange onto Park & Ride services for the final leg of the journey into the
centre.
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In the longer term, Park & Ride hubs could be extended and used as shopping / goods delivery and collection
points, allowing shoppers to use Park & Ride services to access the city centre without having to carry heavy
bags or bulky goods back to the Park & Ride sites. Pay by the hour car hire could also be offered at these
locations to improve the two-way flow of use and to improve access to the countryside for those choosing to live
in the city centre without a car.
In addition, it is recommended that the Park & Ride service patterns and quality be improved and limited
intermediate stops added to create more of a regulated ‘transit network’ feel. Multiple routes could also be linked
across the city centre allowing direct connections between, for instance, the University of Chester and Chester
Business Park, with interchange at Gorse Stacks and at each Park & Ride site provided for a wider selection of
connecting journeys. This network could be regulated by the Council, but run commercially with contracts run on
a quality basis similarly to the Busway in Cambridgeshire. Vehicle quality and emission levels could be improved
using hybrid vehicles, and operating hours extended to evening and night time operations.
Benefits of Scheme
The key benefits of this scheme are:
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Better connectivity between key areas of the city;



Reductions in the number of low frequency bus routes accessing the city centre;



Enhanced frequencies, quality and availability of Park & Ride services; and



Provision of a more convenient, legible and useable service than currently, providing additional parking
outside the city centre to accommodate increased demand from new retail, employment, and leisure.

Canterbury Park & Ride Map
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Key Transport Issues to Address

Potential Impacts
The main impact of this scheme will be a slight increase in Park & Ride journey time between the city centre and
Park & Ride sites due to the need to serve a limited number of intermediate locations. The small number of these
should ensure that this increase is slight and the enhanced connectivity and quality afforded should adequately
mitigate against the increases.
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Issue (As presented in the Option & Assessment Report)
Confusion over large number of route and operators.
Low frequency services from/to rural areas.

No.
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8.

58
59

Uncertainty / confusion over appropriate cars parks for destinations.

The linking of services cross-city should eliminate the need for services to layover in the city centre and reduce
the space requirement for layover at Gorse Stacks bus station. Enhanced bus priority on several links (as
described in Proforma 14) is likely to improve journey time reliability to facilitate this.

60.

Loss of revenue due to free on-street parking

Scheme Inter-Dependencies

61.

43.

Limited weekend and evening bus provision on some routes /
areas.
Lack of direct bus services to number of key employment
locations.
Lack of facilities at Park & Ride sites for integration /
interchange.
Limited incentive for upgrade of Park & Ride facilities by
operators.
Rising congestion levels.

Issue (As presented in the Option & Assessment Report)
Blue Badge Parking in inappropriate locations.
Overspill parking in adjacent residential areas (e.g. Handbridge,
Queen Park).
Accuracy/coverage of Variable Message Signs (VMS).

45.

Congestion hotspots.

69.

The scheme has several components which are interdependent upon each other over several timescales. In
particular, the use of Park & Ride as hubs for rural services, and forming a transit network of limited stops are
heavily related to the bus strategy and the construction of a bus station at Gorse Stacks. In addition, the concept
is also reliant on working with partners and stakeholders to improve options for through ticketing, in particular
cross–border trips.
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Lack of strategic approach to Event Management.
Air quality management issues (A51 Tarvin Road / A5115
Christleton Road (existing AQMA) and A540 Parkgate Road /
A5116 Liverpool Road (Potential AQMA).
Maintenance of highway assets (e.g. road and bridge).
Dominance of the private car for trips to a number of key trip
generators / attractors.
Legibility / market segmentation of parking offer.

Availability of on-street parking spaces undermines wider efforts to
promote sustainable transport trips.
Competing demands from tourism / business and commuters /
residents.
Rural accessibility and linking adjacent satellite villages (e.g. Mickle
Trafford & Guilden Sutton).
Varying accessibility to jobs and services.
Increasing cost of fuel and energy.
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Location of key car parking facilities.
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Variability in quality of facilities (between facilities and
operators).
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Impacts of Climate Change.
Challenges in providing equality of opportunity.

79.

Supporting regeneration (e.g. Culture aspirations, Central Business
Quarter and Northgate) and demands for new housing.
Visitor economy and impacts (e.g. Race Day, Zoo traffic, growing
evening economy).

Way Forward / Key Actions


Design and construction of auxiliary buildings at Park & Ride sites to
accommodate cafes, cycle hire toilets and other facilities.



Consultation with Bus Operators to understand which services could
terminate at Park & Ride sites and further analysis to inform level of
operational advantages.



Contract review of Park & Ride operations to include the changes and
requirements set out above.

Timeframe
5-10
years
Enhanced Facilities /
Service Improvements

10–15
years
Cross-City
Transit

Chester Transport Strategy
Proforma 15: Park & Ride Transit
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